MYSORE & K-GUDI
MULTI-DAY TOUR

Day one: Start your day with a delightful breakfast at the Coimbatore hotel (not included) before embarking on a scenic drive to Mysore via Hasanur. Along the way, make a stop at the captivating Bannari Amman Temple, dedicated to the goddess Mariamman, where you can immerse yourself in the serene and spiritual atmosphere. Afterward, continue your journey to K. Gudi, short for Kyathdevaraya Gudi and check-in at the Jungle Lodges and Resorts. Enjoy a delicious lunch at the resort before embarking on an exciting jeep safari in the wilderness. Keep your eyes peeled for a variety of wildlife, including sambar, spotted deer, barking deer, four-horned antelopes, wild dogs, leopards, sloth bears, monkeys, and squirrels. In the evening, watch a captivating wildlife documentary to deepen your understanding of the local fauna. Conclude the day with a delectable dinner and enjoy an overnight stay at the resort.

Day two: Wake up early and savor a cup of tea before embarking on an adventurous jungle jeep safari. Explore the natural wonders of the surrounding wilderness and witness the diverse wildlife in their natural habitat. After the safari, return to the resort for a hearty breakfast. Check out from the resort and drive to Mysore. Upon arrival, check in at your hotel and enjoy lunch. In the afternoon, visit the iconic Mysore Palace, which once served as the official residence of the Wadiyar dynasty and the seat of the Kingdom of Mysore. Marvel at the palace's exquisite architecture and immerse yourself in its rich history and cultural significance. Indulge in a delightful dinner and spend a comfortable overnight stay at your hotel in Mysore.

Day three: After breakfast, head to Mysore Zoo, a popular attraction renowned for its wide variety of animals and birds. Spend time observing fascinating creatures from around the world. After lunch, visit the enchanting Brindavan Gardens located adjacent to the Krishnarajasagara Dam. Stroll through the meticulously designed gardens adorned with vibrant flowers, serene pathways, and beautiful fountains. Head back to hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day four: After the breakfast, embark on a visit to Chammundi Hills. Climb up to the Chamundeshwari Temple, located atop the hills, and pay homage to the revered deity. This temple has been patronized for centuries by the rulers of Mysore and showcases magnificent architecture. Afterward, bid farewell to Mysore and drive back to Coimbatore, cherishing the memories of your enriching journey.

Duration: 4 days, 3 nights

Tour options

Luxury
INR 42780 | USD 519.84 | 2 passengers
Accommodation: Silent Shores or similar & JLR
Meal plan: Mysore: Bed & Breakfast
K-Gudi: All meals covered

Deluxe
INR 35000 | USD 425.30 | 2 passengers
Accommodation: Clarks Inn or similar & JLR
Meal plan: Mysore: Breakfast & Lunch/Dinner
K-Gudi: All meals covered
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